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Abstract

Black hole mergers have been studied for over 50 years but are still not fully

understood, despite growing relevance with the constant stream of gravitational wave

detections. Due to the non-linearity of Einstein’s theory of gravity, it is difficult

to draw an analytical solution. Numerical simulations of the merger process have

progressed and are now able to discern the dynamics of two black hole horizons

eventually becoming one, with the involvement of exotic self-intersecting surfaces.

Further study has shown that these self-intersecting surfaces appear not only in the

dynamical case of black hole mergers, but also for static black holes. This manuscript

provides a background to the advancement of our understanding of black hole mergers,

discovery of these self-intersecting surfaces, and our advancement in understanding

these self-intersecting surfaces through their analysis inside different black holes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It should no longer be a surprise that black holes exist. Having been only a math-

ematical consequence of Einstein’s theory of general relativity for the past century

[1], recent findings show evidence of such densely packed objects at our galactic cen-

tre [2, 3] and at the centre of a neighbouring galaxy [4]. The nomenclature itself is

perfect for describing a region that eternally imprisons any that dares enter, isolating

such violators from the rest of the universe1.

Newton’s law of gravity, which postulates that it be a fundamental force between

two masses,

F⃗Newton =
m1m2

r2
r̂ , (1.1)

allows for modelling of everyday gravitational effects (such as the free-fall trajectory

of an apple) and extends as far as orbital mechanics, as demonstrated by the seminal

work of Kepler. Errors arise around that scale, such as the precession of the peri-

helion of Mercury’s orbit. The need for a more accurate theory of gravity to model
1This nomenclature is elaborated through dialogue in [5, pg. 872-875].
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the extremities was called for, which Albert Einstein would answer. With the ar-

rival of Einstein’s postulates and theory of special relativity, the extension for curved

spacetimes would become Einstein’s theory of general relativity [6]. This new regime

opens up possibilities including our global positioning system, the bending of light,

and black holes. Einstein’s theory relates geometry and matter, implying that motion

due to gravity is a consequence of geometry.

The action functional [7, pg. 122] for general relativity reads2

S =

∫
M

√
−g
(

1

16π
R− LM

)
d4x , (1.2)

where g is the determinant of the metric tensor det(gαβ), R the Ricci curvature scalar,

and LM the Lagrangian associated with the matter field living on this manifold M.

It is important to note that many different coordinates characterized by the metric

tensor gαβ can be placed upon a manifold M (all related through coordinate transfor-

mations). The choice of coordinates leaves the theory invariant as the Ricci curvature

scalar is invariant under coordinate transformations. Extremizing this action, the

Einstein field equations result:

Rαβ −
1

2
R gαβ = 8πTαβ , (1.3)

where Tαβ is the stress-energy tensor from the matter fields described by the associated

Lagrangian LM : Tαβ ≡ −2∂LM

∂gαβ +LMgαβ. Eqn (1.3) explicitly states the relationship

between geometry (on the left-hand side) and matter (on the right-hand side), and

we interpret this tangle as geometry telling the matter how to move while the matter

tells the geometry how to curve. Although there exists higher-dimensional manifolds
2For our purposes of discussing GR, we omit details about the evaluation of the action involving

the boundary ∂M terms, and instead only consider the action on the bulk M.
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that satisfy higher-dimensional versions of Einstein’s equations, this manuscript will

focus solely on (3+1)-dimensional spacetimes (three spatial dimensions taking on the

positive sign in the metric and one temporal dimension taking the negative, following

the −+++ signature).

A trivial vacuum (Tαβ = 0) solution to these field equations (1.3) is the (flat)

Minkowski spacetime: ηαβdxαdxβ = −dt2 +dx2 +dy2 +dz2. Shortly after Einstein’s

realization of GR, a non-trivial vacuum solution was discovered by Karl Schwarzschild

with a metric tensor (gαβ) that reads

gαβdx
αdxβ = −

(
1− 2M

r

)
dt2 +

dr2

1− 2M
r

+ r2dΩ2 . (1.4)

The solid 2-sphere dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2 follows the physics radial-coordinate con-

vention with polar angle θ ∈ [0, π] and azimuthal angle ϕ ∈ [0, 2π).

This solution is Ricci flat Rαβ = 0 =⇒ R = 0 and thus satisfies the vacuum field

equations. In these particular coordinates, the metric characterizes the gravitational

field outside a spherical mass M for a stationary timelike observer (with 4-velocity

uα = ∂
∂t

= (1, 0, 0, 0)T ) distant from said mass r ∈ (2M,∞). Worldly observers (such

as ourselves) are timelike observers, and our geodesic path is such that gαβ dxα

dλ
dxβ

dλ
< 0.

A null geodesic is the path of a null observer, an object traveling at c = 1 (in other

words, a photon). Otherwise, a spacelike (gαβ dxα

dλ
dxβ

dλ
> 0) observer suggests an object

moving faster than c, a feat violating Einstein’s postulates and causality. A spacelike

object should instead be interpreted as an object that occupies multiple points in

space at a particular time.

The coordinate singularity at r = 2M appears in these particular coordinates. One

finds such a singularity by evaluating the metric (1.4) at r = 2M and seeing gtt → 0.
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One also may interpret this coordinate singularity as due to there not being any

stationary timelike observers within this r = 2M region (as only null observers may

be stationary at r = 2M and spacelike observers may be stationary at r < 2M). A

similar effect occurs on the z-axis as gϕϕ
∣∣
θ=0,π

→ 0, but this coordinate degeneracy at

the poles is a well known issue when defining coordinates on a sphere. A clearer way of

seeing the effects of the coordinate singularity is to consider radial null geodesic curves

as demonstrated in Figure 1.1. Null geodesic curves can be solved for by evaluating

gαβ
dxα

dλ
dxβ

dλ
= 0 where xα is the curve’s position vector and λ is some parameter along

the curve. The divergence of the null geodesics in this coordinate chart at r = 2M

shows the timelike coordinate becoming ill-defined at this horizon (see Figure 1.1).

The curves (red and blue) asymptotically approach r = 2M , diverging to t → ±∞,

denying the coordinates access to the black hole interior.

We further improve upon our understanding of this spacetime by finding the

coordinate transformations to achieve the compactified Schwarzschild spacetime in

the form of Penrose-Carter diagrams. Through double-null coordinates

u = t− r − 2M ln
∣∣∣ r
2M

− 1
∣∣∣ ; v = t+ r + 2M ln

∣∣∣ r
2M

− 1
∣∣∣ (1.5)

the compactified coordinates are

U = tan−1
(
±e

−u
4M

)
; V = tan−1

(
e

v
4M

)
(1.6)

This maps u, v ∈ (−∞,∞) to U, V ∈ (−π/2, π/2). When plotting it, such as in

Figure 1.2, the orientation is such that null geodesics (photons, light rays) travel at

45◦ angles. Correspondingly, timelike observers strictly travel at an angle steeper than

45◦ or are otherwise spacelike observers. As such, all timelike geodesics will either

4
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Figure 1.1: Null geodesics in the Schwarzschild spacetime in {t, r} coordinates r ∈

(2M,∞). The blue curves are in-going null geodesics and the red curves are the

out-going ones. Derivations of these curves can be found in Appendix A.1.

remain outside the black hole and tend toward future timelike infinity or encounter the

spacetime singularity at r = 0. Refer to Table 1.1 for each point in the compactified

spacetime.

A coordinate singularity is different from a spacetime singularity, the latter being

a much more serious issue in the discontinuation of the manifold itself. This spacetime

singularity can be found by evaluating the Kretschmann scalar (contraction of Rie-

mann tensors), which comes out to be RαβγδR
αβγδ = 48M2/r6 for the Schwarzschild

spacetime. This Kretschmann scalar is yet another curvature invariant, meaning that

the singularity at r = 0 is a true spacetime singularity at the level of the manifold

5



Figure 1.2: A Penrose-Carter diagram of the Schwarzschild spacetime. The blue and

(low opacity) red lines are null geodesics in Schwarzschild coordinates, in particular,

the ones plotted in Figure 1.1.

M. The coordinate singularity at r = 2M can be patched with several choices of

coordinate transformations.

The set of ‘horizon penetrating’ coordinates we will focus on is the Painlevé–

Gullstrand (PG) coordinates, which interprets the Schwarschild solution from the

perspective of a free-falling observer starting from rest at infinity [7, pg. 168]. Such

an observer’s proper time t̃ would be defined as

dt̃ = dt+

√
2M/r

1− 2M/r
dr (1.7)

giving rise to the Schwarzschild black hole in PG coordinates

ds2 = −
(
1− 2M

r

)
dt̃2 + 2

√
2M/r dt̃ dr + dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (1.8)

Looking at null geodesics in these coordinates shows us the accessibility of the

black hole interior as well as the inescapability past the r = 2M horizon. In Figure

6



Label Name (U, V ) Definition

J + Future null infinity U ∈ (−π/2, 0), V = π/2 v = ∞, u finite

J − Past null infinity V ∈ (0, π/2), U = −π/2 u = −∞, v finite

i0 Spactial infinity (U, V ) = (−π/2, π/2) r = ∞, t finite

i+ Future timelike infinity (U, V ) = (0, π/2); (π/2, 0) t = ∞, r finite

i− Past timelike infinity (U, V ) = (−π/2, 0) t = −∞, r finite

Table 1.1: Dictionary of labels on the Penrose-Carter diagrams. Definitions align

with the naming conventions in [7].

1.3, the in-going null geodesics pass through the now patched r = 2M horizon and

encounter the singularity. However, when we look at the out-going null geodesics,

the curves within the r = 2M horizon do not move radially outwards as one would

expect, but instead seem to begin near the interior of the horizon and go into the

r = 0 singularity. This is made clear with the Penrose-Carter diagram in Figure

1.4, which shows us that any null (or timelike) observer in r ∈ (0, 2M) is doomed to

eventually run into r = 0 with no hopes of escaping.

It is simple to find that this Schwarzschild radius matches the escape radius for

an outward shot photon through the Newtonian calculation ve =
√

2M/r and setting

the escape velocity ve = c = 1. For a dense enough object that is radially smaller

7
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Figure 1.3: In-going null geodesics in the Schwarzschild spacetime in {t̃, r} coordi-

nates. Blue lines are ingoing geodesics from further away and red lines are outgoing

ones. Derivations of these curves can be found in Appendix A.2.

than r = 2M , a black hole is formed with its boundary at r = 2M popularly known

as its event horizon. This nomenclature needs to be clarified, as an event horizon is

a teleological surface, formally defined as the “boundary of the complement of the

past-null cone of future null infinity” [8, 9]. The most obvious way to see the effects

of such a surface is in either one of the Penrose-Carter diagrams (Figures 1.2 or 1.4),

as one sees that all timelike observers within the event horizon strictly approach the

r = 0 singularity and is thus causally isolated from the rest of the spacetime r > 2M .

This means that one must understand the spacetime in its entirety (t ∈ (−∞,∞)) to

classify a surface as an event horizon.

8



Figure 1.4: A Penrose-Carter diagram of the Schwarzschild spacetime. The blue and

(low opacity) red lines are null geodesics in PG coordinates, in particular, the ones

plotted in Figure 1.3.

Event horizons are not observable at any time slice (t = constant) so it is instead

preferable to consider apparent horizons [8, 9]. To interpret such an horizon, it is

sufficient to look at the out-going null geodesics in Figures 1.3 and 1.4. Radially out-

going null curves are trapped for r ≤ 2M , the trapped region in this spacetime, the

black hole. These terms will be defined more formally in the following paragraphs.

The apparent horizon is also taken to be the outer-most marginally outer-trapped

surface (MOTS) by [8]. Introduced by Penrose for proving the singularity theorem

[1], such surfaces are prime candidates to characterize the boundary of black holes.

We now define what a MOTS is. Consider a smooth, closed 2-surface S with in-

and out-going future-directed null normals ℓα(−) and ℓα(+) respectively. This surface is

called a MOTS if its outward null expansion vanishes

Θ(+) = qAB êαAê
β
B∇αℓ

(+)
β = 0 (1.9)

9



where qAB is the inverse induced metric on S: qAB = gαβ ê
α
Aê

β
B; êαA is the push-

forward/pull-back operator êαA = ∂xα

∂xA
(partial derivatives between coordinates of the

(3+1)-D geometry and the 2-D geometry), analogous to the Jacobian matrix); and

∇α is the usual covariant derivative ∇αℓβ =
∂ℓβ
∂xα

− Γµαβℓµ for the Christoffel symbol

Γµαβ = 1
2
gµν
(
∂gβν
∂xα

+ ∂gαν

∂xβ
− ∂gαβ

∂xν

)
.

The null vectors can be split into orthogonal unit timelike u and spacelike n parts

such that:

ℓα(+) = uα + nα ; uαuα = −1 ; nαnα = 1 ; uαnα = 0 (1.10)

The timelike part u is interpreted as the vector normal to the constant time slice Σ

and the spacelike part n is the normal to the MOTS itself living in the slicing (refer

to Figure 1.5 for a diagram depicting this imagery). Both u and n are normals to S

Figure 1.5: A diagram depicting a Lorentzian (3+1)-D manifold M, the 3D spacelike

time foliation Σ (characterized by the timelike normal u), and the 2D surface S

(characterized by the spacelike normal n). The dimensions of the objects in the

diagram are to be interpreted as stated in the caption.

and are constructed in such a way that ℓα(+) = uα + nα is null. The usefulness of this

10



formulation will become apparent in the demonstrative calculation we will do next, in

calculating the expansions (Θ) of spherical surfaces in the Schwarzschild spacetime.

Starting with the Schwarzschild spacetime in PG coordinates (Eqn. (1.8)), con-

stant t̃ slices (dt̃→ 0) will leave an induced metric on Σ as

hijdx
idxj = dr2 + r2dΩ2 (1.11)

The timelike (unit) normal to this slice is the one-form uαdx
α = −dt̃, in vector

form is uα ∂
∂xα

= ∂
∂t̃

−
√
2M/r ∂

∂r
. From the vector form, we see that u is future-

oriented (toward positive t̃). Next, restricting to spherical surfaces (of radius r0),

we find the spacelike (unit) normal to be nα ∂
∂xα

= ∂
∂r
. The coordinates left on the

surface S are θ and ϕ with an induced metric qABdxAdxB = r 2
0

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

)
–the

geometry of a sphere with radius r0. The two sets of coordinates {xα : t̃, r, θ, ϕ} and

{xA : θ, ϕ} allows us to show the push-forward/pull-back operator explicitly for this

case: êαA = ∂xα

∂xA
= δαA. Grinding through the Einstein-convention contractions and

covariant derivative, we arrive at the outward-null expansion Θ(+) for our outward-

null normal ℓ(+)
α = uα + nα:

Θ(+) =
2

r0

(
1−

√
2M/r0

)
(1.12)

The expansion vanishes at the expected r0 = 2M spherical horizon, and is our

only spherical MOTS in the Schwarzschild spacetime. One can further analyze the

Schwarzschild black hole with this expansion expression (Eqn. (1.12)): the expansion

is negative for spheres r0 < 2M and positive for r0 > 2M . The negative outward

expansion characterizes an outer-trapped surface. If one expands their surface along

their (outward) null vector ℓ(+) in the r < 2M region, the surface decreases in size

11



towards the r = 0 singularity–as Figures 1.3 & 1.4 show the tendencies of null curves

within the black hole.

Similarly, one looks at the inward null expansion Θ(−) of the same surface S but

with null normals that are oriented ‘inward’ (and are still future-oriented): ℓα(−) =

1
2
(uα − nα). The factor of 1/2 is such that the normalization ℓα(+)ℓ

(−)
α = −1 holds.

The surface S is then classified as variants of trapped or untrapped surfaces, laid out

in Table 1.2. A definition of the trapped region and its boundary, the apparent

Name of closed surface S Θ(+) Θ(−)

untrapped > 0 < 0

trapped < 0 < 0

outer-trapped < 0 No restriction

marginally outer-trapped = 0 No restriction

Table 1.2: Dictionary of names for surfaces with corresponding expansions. This

convention aligns with [8].

horizon, can be laid out following [8]. On a time-slice Σ, a trapped region is the set of

all points q ∈ Σ such that there is a trapped surface S in Σ through q. The apparent

horizon is defined to be the boundary of this trapped region.

For many static and stationary black hole solutions (where the metric gαβ is

independent of time) the event horizon and apparent horizon coincide (along with

12



several other geometrical horizons such as the Cauchy and Killing horizons). The

difference between the event and apparent horizons become obvious when one looks

at dynamic solutions, although [8] shows that the event horizon is necessarily outside

or coinciding with the apparent horizon.

One dynamic scenario that is of interest is that of black hole mergers. With en-

gineering advancements allowing for laser interferometry precise enough to discern

gravitational waves, the LIGO-Virgo collaboration were the first to observe this phe-

nomenon [10]. This emerging frontier of observational astronomy yearns for a fuller

understanding of the black hole merger process. The merger of a binary black hole

system is an open-ended problem that dates back ∼50 years. The understanding of

the merger process is encapsulated in Figure 1.6. Many refer to the figure as the “pair

of pants” diagram, as the progression of the event horizon seems to outline a pair of

pants. The merger of two black holes demonstrate some key features of dynamic

black hole systems, such as the distinction of event and apparent horizons and the

creation then bifurcation of the enveloping apparent horizon. Creation-bifurcation

events of apparent horizons such as these are not uncommon, the dynamical case of

a collapsing black hole exhibits a similar phenomenon.

Figure 1.6 is to be read from bottom up as the black hole merger evolves in

time. Near the ankles of the pants, the two black holes are still far apart, with the

separation of each event and apparent horizons a consequence of their influence on

each other. The event horizons eventually join, but the apparent horizons continue

to persist separately. Once the two black holes are sufficiently close, a creation-

bifurcation event occurs with two enveloping apparent horizons. The outer enveloping

horizon will become the resultant black hole’s apparent horizon, which will asymptote
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322 GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE [9.2

horizon

__-I--'Black hole'

Apparent horizon

FIGURE 60. The collision and merging of two black holes. At time 71 , there are
apparent horizons ay;', a9';. inside the event horizons 8!!l1' a!!ll respectively.
By time 7 1, the event horizons have merged to form a single event horizon;
a third apparent horizon has now formed surrounding both the previous
apparent horizons.

trapped surface in 9'(7) which intersected %' would also intersect
05"(7). Thus fl 0 on 05"(7).
Ifflwerenegative in a neighbourhood in 05"(7) ofa point pEo5"(7),

one could deform 05"(7) outwards in 9'(7) to obtain an outer trapped
surface outside 05"(7). 0

The null geodesics orthogonal to the apparent horizon 05"(7) on a
surface 9'(7) will therefore start out with zero convergence. However
if they encounter any matter or any Weyl tensor satisfying the
generality condition (§ 4.4), they will start converging, and so their

Figure 1.6: The collision and merger of two black holes. Time flows in the upward

direction. The plot depicts event and apparent horizons as the merger process follows

through. This figure is taken from [8, pg. 322 Figure 60].

towards the resultant event horizon as the merger approaches a steady state. The

missing parts of this merger picture rests in the original two apparent horizons and

the inner enveloping horizon. These three structures are not found in the interior

of the Schwarzschild black hole, the solution which the merger approaches, and thus

they must undergo some annihilation process later along the evolution.

As black holes are described by the curvature of the spacetime around them, the

union of two black holes such as this is a very non-linear process (since the Einstein

14



equations are a set of non-linear equations). Therefore, it is difficult to analyze

the evolution of the three horizons. Turning to numerical simulations, more issues

arise with the methods to find apparent horizons. With complications hindering the

understanding of these three structures and their fate, binary black hole mergers have

not been fully understood.

The rest of this thesis explores the resolution to this problem as well as the emer-

gence of an exotic phenomenon as follows. Chapter 2 considers the limitations in our

understandings of the black hole merger and recent developments that have allowed

us to resolve it better. This part includes the appearance of self-intersecting MOTS

and a particular discovery about the stability of these self-intersecting MOTS. Chap-

ter 3 finds similarly self-intersecting MOTS in the case of the Schwarzschild black

hole when one considers axisymmetric surfaces. The methodology behind the finding

of these MOTS will be introduced in this part as well as the automation developed to

be used in chapter 4. This algorithm and the rest of the thesis is part of the original

work of this thesis. Chapter 4 presents findings from the search for self-intersecting

MOTS in two non-vacuum black hole solutions. One of these spacetimes–the Reissner-

Nordström spacetime–requires further generalization of the Painlevé-Gullstrand co-

ordinate transformation in order to fully probe into the charged black hole. The

other–the 4-dimensional-limit Gauss-Bonnet black hole–further fuels the stability ob-

servation in chapter 3. Finally, chapter 5 provides a discussion on the results, an

outlook of the research, and concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we consider more recent developments that form important back-

ground to the rest of the thesis. In particular, we first consider the evolution of

MOTSs during black hole mergers and then consider the stability operator which

provides further geometric information about a MOTS.

2.1 Black hole mergers

The issue to be addressed is the evolution of the three main horizons in the binary

black hole merger process: the original two horizons plus the common horizon that

forms post-merger. Due to the non-linear nature of the merger, analytical models

of the merger are not possible outside the scope of perturbative and asymptotic

limits near the beginning or end—a problem dating back to 1964 in the works of

Hahn & Lindquist [11]. Therefore, one turns to numerical simulations to evolve the

two-body problem [12]. Although there have been very significant recent numerical

developments [13], there was some success of such numerically evolving merging black
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hole horizons as early as 1995 [14]. With leaps in computational power and methods,

a numerical resolution to the three horizons draws near.

Traditional numerical methods in finding apparent horizons worked by using a

reference point and assumed a straight line of sight from that point to any point on

the MOTS [15]. This popular method is since been incorporated into the Einstein

toolkit as AHFinderDirect [16]. However, this method is heavily restricted to only

find ‘star-shaped’ (or round)-shaped MOTS. During a binary black hole merger, the

interior enveloping common horizon gradually tends towards wrapping the two origi-

nal apparent horizons, and as such can no longer be tracked as it deviates away from

being star-shaped. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this failure, as the inner common horizon

distorts beyond the scope of the MOTS finder.
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FIG. 3: The shape of the inner and outer common horizons, and the two individual horizons on the equatorial plane
at four selected times: t/M = 18.75, 20, 21, 25. The first (t = 18.75M) is shortly after the common horizon is formed
and the third (t = 21M) is shortly before we lose track of the common inner horizon. In the last panel (t = 25M),
we are unable to locate the common inner horizon and thus only the outer and individual horizons are shown; we
lose track of the individual horizons soon after this time. In particular, note that at t = 21M , portions of the

common inner horizon are almost tangential to the y-axis indicating that the inner horizon is close to violating the
property of being star shaped. Note also that the inner horizons are rapidly decreasing in size in the coordinate

system used in the simulation which causes the horizon finder to lose track of them. This is a gauge e↵ect and the
area of these horizons shows no such e↵ect. Di↵erent gauge conditions can be used which would make it easier to

locate the individual horizons.

spin moments J3,5,7. Note that the odd-mass and even-
spin moments vanish due to reflection symmetry. The
first immediate observation about the multipole moments
is that they decay very rapidly to their asymptotic val-
ues. The asymptotic values of the multipole moments are

expected to be the ones of a Kerr black hole with mass
and angular momentum given by M0 and J1 respectively.
It is clear from Fig. 7 that for most of the multipole mo-
ments there is no di�culty in identifying the asymptotic
value of the multipole moments. The only exceptions

Figure 2.1: Plots depicting the horizons in question during a numerically simu-

lated black hole merger at increasing time t. This evolution of panels demonstrates

the inner enveloping horizon deviating from being round enough to be found using

AHFinderDirect. The plots are taken from [17, Figure 3].
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A new MOTS-finding method was proposed in 2018 that instead uses a surface

as the reference rather than a single point [18]. Figure 2.2 shows this new method

compared to the old method.
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FIG. 2: This figure shows the benefits of using a
non-spherical reference surface. The surface S in both
panels is the MOTS we are trying to locate; it is star

shaped, but only barely so. The first panel is the
standard approach using rays centered at the origin

while the second panel uses rays orthogonal to a
reference surface �R. See text for further discussion.

are free to choose the parameter � as convenient. For ex-
ample we could take it to be the angle with the z-axis -
but this would restrict us to take the reference surface as
star-shaped. More generally, we could take it to be the
path-length of the curve. Whatever the choice, we shall
take the range of the parameters to be from 0 to ⇡. Thus
we have a curve �R : (0, ⇡) ! R2 in the x-z-coordinate
plane such that �R(0) and �R(⇡) lie on the z-axis and
the tangent vectors �0

R(0) and �0
R(⇡) are perpendicular

to the z-axis.
Let ~x be the vector representing any point in the x� z

FIG. 3: The coordinate system (⇠, �1, �2) based on a
reference surface �R and the rays orthogonal to it. ⇠ is
the Euclidean distance along the orthogonal rays and

(�1, �2) are the coordinates of the point P which is the
intersection of the ray and �R. The surface S we are
looking for can be represented by a height function h.

plane; we remind the reader again that the simulations
are in Euclidean coordinates. We define

F (~x) := ⇠(~x) � h(�(~x)), (18)

where ⇠(~x) and �(~x) are defined implicitly by

~x(⇠, �) = ~�(�) + ⇠ ~⌫R(�). (19)

Here ~⌫R is a vector pointing outwards in the direction
normal to �R in the (Euclidean) x, z coordinates. Note
that we do not require ~⌫R to be normalized to unit length.
This will make the computational tasks much easier,
since it allows us to simply choose ⌫R to be the tangent
vector rotated by ⇡/2.

Using this ansatz, the horizon function h defines the
surface S (for which F = 0) via the curve

~�(�) = ~�R(�) + h(�)~⌫R(�) . (20)

As before, taking the normal si to this curve and using it
in Eq. (15) yields the di↵erential equation that we need
to solve.

B. The numerical algorithm

As discussed above, the equation to solve numerically
is (15) with our definition of F from Eq. (18) used to
define the normal si. This is then read as a non-linear
partial di↵erential equation for h, which becomes a non-
linear ordinary di↵erential equation in axisymmetry. Our
method of solving this equation is standard Newton root-
finding, suitably extended to di↵erential operators via the
Newton-Kantorovich scheme [59]. Other means of solving
the non-linear PDE, e.g. [48], can also be used. Let N be
the di↵erential operator so that the equation to be solved
is N (u) = 0. We will need the variational derivative Nu

of N (u) defined in the usual manner:

Nu(�) = lim
✏!0

N (u + ✏�) � N (u)

✏
(21)

Figure 2.2: Plots depicting how the two horizon finders search for a barely star-shaped

MOTS S. The first panel is the method used in AHFinderDirect [15]. The second

panel demonstrates the reference surface σR used instead in [18]. The plots are taken

from [18, Figure 2].

In this case, the AHFinderDirect method using the origin as its reference point

struggles to resolve the MOTS near the y-axis since S has a high curvature there.

This is seen with the high concentration of black dots on S. If S were to distort away

from from its star shape any further, the black dots near the y = 0 axis would start
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disappearing – meaning that chunks of the S would be unattainable by the finder.

The newer method uses the surface σR as its reference surface and the black dots are

more evenly spread across S. With this new method, non-star-shaped MOTS may

be found. With the star-shape restriction lifted, the unanswered question of how the

three horizons evolve during a black hole merger may be probed further, as done so

in [19, 20]. The results can be summarized in Figure 2.3.
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FIG. 1: MOTS structure of a simulation of Brill-Lindquist initial data shown at di↵erent simulation times. The
self-intersection of Sinner is present from the first instance it is found after S1 and S2 touch at Ttouch ⇡ 5.5378 M.
The upper left panel shows the initial condition and the upper right panel a time shortly after the two common
MOTSs Souter and Sinner have formed together. The lower left panel shows the last time we were able to locate

Sinner before S1 and S2 touch and then start to intersect, while the lower right panel shows a time well after Ttouch.

Figure 2.3: Plots depicting a numerically simulated black hole merger (head-on col-

lision, no angular momentum) for increasing time T . The two original black holes’

horizons are S1 and S2, the common enveloping horizons are Souter and Sinner. The

plots are taken from [20, Figure 1].

The top two panels recreate what is already known–the two original apparent
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horizons S1 and S2 approaching each other and then common enveloping horizons

Souter and Sinner forming in a bifurcation event. The bottom-left panel shows that

the inner-common horizon Sinner tends to a cusp until it coincides with the two

apparent horizons when they touch. Once the two apparent horizons intersect each

other, a self-intersection is found of Sinner in the overlapping area. Although it was

initially unclear whether the claimed Sinner is the same surface from its enveloping

shape to the coinciding cusp shape to the self-intersection shape, evidence supporting

this claim is found in [21, 22].

This new MOTS-finding method has already shown to be powerful in this deeper

probing of the merger process and the discovery of the self-intersecting MOTS. The

limitation then lies in the choice of the reference surface σR, as one would have to

guess a rough shape of the MOTS in order to find it.

In practice, the MOTS-finding method requires a sufficiently accurate reference

surface. The MOTS from the previous time-step in black hole merger simulations is

typically used as this reference surface. This method works well for tracking a known

MOTS, but requires a good guess to find new ones or if the MOTS passes through

singular surface configurations. In later chapters of this thesis, MOTSs are found in

static spacetimes that are used as reference surfaces in black hole merger simulations.

A more systematic approach to finding MOTS can be attained by considering

solutions to Eqn. (1.9). As demonstrated in the introduction, an exact solution could

be found for simple spherical MOTS. The two numerical methods mentioned (the

method used in [19, 20] and numerically integrating Eqn. (1.9)) are generic, accounting

for MOTS of any shape. If one considers head-on collision binary black hole mergers,

an axial symmetry constraint may be imposed, turning Eqn. (1.9) from what would
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be a partial differential equation (for the generic case) into an ordinary differential

equation (for axisymmetrical MOTS). This ultimately turns into a boundary-value

problem (BVP) in order to preserve the smoothness condition of the MOTS. Among

the numerical techniques to solve ODE-BVPs, the versatile shooting method is the

method of choice [23]. This ODE-BVP and the application of the shooting method

to numerically solving (1.9) will be elaborated upon in Chapter 3. Through this

systematic MOTS-finding, many more self-intersecting MOTS were found during the

critical moments of the binary black hole merger process.

Combined efforts give a clearer picture [21, 22], one that hints at a countless

number of self-intersecting MOTS that contribute to a creation-annihilation waltz in

the binary black hole process.
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FIG. 16. MOTSs at two di↵erent times of the simulation. The line thickness and color reflects N0
�, i.e. the number of negative

stability eigenvalues of the m = 0 mode. The three dark lines in both panels are Souter (common), S1 (upper) and S2 (lower).
Lighter colors show MOTSs with larger N0

�. Note that none of the MOTSs extends beyond Souter.

trum, whence all zero crossings of eigenvalues �l,m 6=0 hap-
pen in multiples of 2. Two examples of such cases are
depicted in FIG. 17, which shows that the two degener-
ate eigenvalues �1,±1 of S

⇤⇤
2 and S

⇤⇤
1 do cross zero during

their evolution. This crossing happens twice for the lat-
ter case. Taking invertibility of L⌃ as indicator for the
existence of a smooth evolution of a MOTS S, we here
have explicit counterexamples showing that the converse
of this statement is not true. In other words, invertibility
of L⌃ is only a su�cient but not a necessary condition
for a smooth evolution.

VI. SIGNATURE AND INGOING EXPANSION

As discussed in Section II B 2, a strictly stable MOTS,
�0 > 0, belongs to a dynamical apparent horizon that has
spacelike signature at that point (cf. [18, 19]). Together
with ⇥�  0, the area will be non-decreasing. Since we
see in FIG. 3 that many of the MOTSs have a decreasing
or non-monotonic area evolution, we expect that those
with �0 < 0 cannot have both non-positive ingoing ex-
pansion ⇥�  0 and evolve along a spacelike MOTT.
Examples are shown in Figures 18 and 19 where we see
complicated signature changes and indefiniteness of the
sign of ⇥� along the world tubes Hinner and H

⇤
inner. In

these figures, time increases upwards and the signature or
sign of ⇥� is shown as color on the world tubes. FIG. 20
shows a close-up of the sign of ⇥� at the top end where
Sinner and S

⇤
inner annihilate (or equivalently where Hinner

1 2 3 4 5 6

t/M
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0.0

0.2

0.4

�
l,

m
M

2

�1,±1 for S
⇤
2

�1,±1 for S
⇤⇤
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�1,±1 for S
⇤
1

�1,±1 for S
⇤⇤
1

FIG. 17. Examples of eigenvalues with m 6= 0 crossing zero on
the smoothly evolving portions of S⇤⇤

2 (thick dotted line) and
S

⇤⇤
1 (thin dotted line). The smoothly connecting respective

curves for S⇤
2 and S

⇤
1 are added here for reference. Note that

both S
⇤⇤
2 and S

⇤⇤
1 have a principal eigenvalue �0 < 0 and

�1,0 < 0, which are not shown.

and H
⇤
inner connect smoothly). A qualitatively very sim-

ilar behavior of these quantities is found for all MOTTs
except Houter, H1 and H2. These are purely spacelike and

Figure 2.4: Figures of cross-sections of several MOTS found in two time foliations

during the black hole merger process. The opacity and thickness of the MOTS de-

picted denote the number of negative eigenvalues of the MOTS’ stability operator

spectrum (introduced later on). Figures are taken from [22, Figure 16].
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7

in great detail [26–29, 59]: Initially, only two individual
apparent horizons are present, S1 and S2, belonging to
the two separate black holes. At a time touter

bifurcate, com-
mon MOTSs Souter and Sinner form as one surface and
bifurcate into two branches. While Souter settles to the
final Schwarzschild horizon, Sinner travels inwards and
becomes increasingly distorted. At the precise time when
S1,2 touch, denoted as ttouch, Sinner forms a cusp and coin-
cides with S1[S2. Immediately afterwards, S1,2 intersect
each other while Sinner forms self-intersections. However,
the final fate of S1, S2 and Sinner had not been resolved
in those studies. We shall attempt to resolve that fate
here.

In the following, we will encounter several new MOTSs
S and we will, as before, di↵erentiate between them us-
ing di↵erent sub- and superscripts. It is understood that
replacing “S” with “H” indicates that we refer to the
MOTT traced out by S.

A. Area evolution

The main results are most easily visualized in terms
of the area of the various MOTSs. FIG. 3 shows that
we indeed find multiple new MOTSs previously not
known, each forming in a bifurcation as a pair with an
outer and an inner branch. Furthermore, we find MOTSs
which merge and annihilate in pairs of two. Each bifur-
cation and annihilation connects two MOTTs in a lo-
cally smooth world tube. Upon formation, the area of
the outer branch increases while it decreases for the in-
ner branch. However, with the exception of Souter, even
the areas of the outer branches soon start to decrease.
This non-monotonic behavior of the area along a smooth
portion of a MOTT has been previously discussed for
Sinner in [26, 28] and has been attributed to properties
of the expansion ⇥� of the ingoing null rays `� and
to the signature of the world tube. We shall here ex-
tend the discussion of these properties to the new world
tubes in Section VI. One characteristic that all MOTSs S

along such a MOTT have in common is which punctures
they enclose, i.e. no MOTS crosses a puncture in its evo-
lution. Further, all additional bifurcations happen after
the formation of the outermost common MOTS Souter at
touter
bifurcate and the new MOTSs are solely contained within

Souter.
We note here that we lose track of some of the MOTSs,

such as S
⇤⇤
2 , during the simulation without having an in-

dication of an annihilation. The reason we cannot track
these MOTSs further is a purely numerical one. The
shapes move very close to one of the punctures in our
numerical coordinates (the proper distance to the punc-
ture is, of course, always infinite). This close proximity
results in loss of numerical accuracy since a large spatial
region is covered by a decreasing number of numerical
grid points as the puncture is approached, i.e. this region
is numerically underresolved. Fortunately, the analysis of
the MOTS stability spectrum enables us to clearly di↵er-
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FIG. 3. Evolution of the area of the various MOTSs. Lines of
the same color and di↵erent line styles smoothly connect and
correspond to a single world tube continuing back and forth
in time (except for the pair (S1,S

⇤
1 ), which is discussed in

Section IVB3). The sum of the areas of S1,2 is shown as the
thin dashed line. This coincides with the area of Sinner at ttouch
marking the merger of Sinner with S1 [ S2. Note that despite
some MOTSs having larger area than Souter, they are, in fact,
all contained within Souter for t � touterbifurcate. For all curves
that end without smoothly connecting to another curve, we
lost track of the corresponding MOTS for numerical reasons
(see the end of Section IVA for details).

entiate between a MOTS vanishing due to annihilation
and one vanishing due to loss of accuracy.

B. The world tubes

In this subsection, we will give an overall description
of the individual connected world tubes.

1. The world tube of Souter

The most complicated of the four world tubes is the
one that asymptotes to the final Schwarzschild horizon.
Starting with Souter, this MOTT is composed of the se-
quence Souter ! Sinner ! S

⇤
inner ! S

⇤⇤
inner. All MOTSs

along this MOTT enclose both punctures. FIG. 4 shows
several examples of these MOTSs as we follow this world

Figure 2.5: A plot of the areas of several MOTS during the binary black hole merger

along time t. Plot is taken from [22, Figure 3].
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FIG. 4. Several shapes of the MOTSs along the connected MOTT following the sequence Souter ! Sinner ! S
⇤
inner ! S

⇤⇤
inner.

The panels are to be read row by row from left to right. The respective inset in the bottom-left indicates the location of the
shown MOTS on the connected area curve with a red dot (see FIG. 3 for the precise axes and labels). For reference, the shapes
of S1 and S2 are drawn as light grey solid lines (except for the top-left and the center panel, where S2 does not exist). We start
in the top-left panel with Souter at t = 6.5M and then go backwards along the MOTT until we reach S

⇤⇤
inner at the final time

t = 4.4625M when it could be located (bottom-right panel). The inset in the bottom-right of this last panel shows the newly
formed second self-intersection of S⇤⇤

inner.

tube, starting with Souter (top left panel) and mov-
ing backwards. We find the well-known bifurcation of
(Souter, Sinner) at touter

bifurcate ⇡ 0.702M (top center panel).
Going now forward in time along the inner common

MOTT Hinner, we find that Sinner coincides momentar-
ily with S1 [ S2 at ttouch ⇡ 3.86M (middle left panel)
and afterwards develops self-intersections. It merges and
annihilates smoothly with S

⇤
inner, which retains the self-

Figure 2.6: Plots of the MOTS involved in the annihilation of the inner common

enveloping horizon and its siblings. Plots are taken from [22, Figure 4].
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2.2 Geometry of MOTS: Stability Operator

Further information about a MOTS can be extracted from the MOTS stability

operator LΣ [21]:

LΣψ := δψnαΘ(+) . (2.1)

The stability operator is defined to be the rate of change of the outward null expansion

if S is deformed in the direction of the space-like vector ν = ψn, where ψ = ψ(s) is

an arbitrary deformation function. This deformation can be rewritten as [24–26]:

LΣψ = −∆Sψ +

(
1

2
RS − 2|σ+|2 − 2G++ −G+−

)
ψ , (2.2)

where ∆Sψ = ∇̃A∇̃Aψ is the Laplacian operator on the MOTS, RS the Ricci scalar of

the MOTS, |σ+|2 = σAB+ σ+
AB is the square of the null shear σ+

AB = ∇AℓB − 1
2
Θ(+)qAB,

and the G++ = Gαβℓ
α
(+)ℓ

α
(+) and G+− = Gαβℓ

α
(+)ℓ

α
(−) are the contraction of the Einstein

tensor with respective null normals of S. If the deformation function ψ is either

everywhere positive or negative [25], then one deforms the surface S always along the

same orientated direction during the variation (either entirely outwards or inwards).

A few things can be gleaned from the stability operator by analysis of its discrete

eigenvalue spectrum. In non-rotating spacetimes, LΣ is self-adjoint and so the eigen-

value spectrum is real, hence discussion of the eigenvalue spectrum in this project is

assumed to be always real. This eigenvalue spectrum of LΣ provides further informa-

tion about MOTS evolution, as shown in Figure 2.7. We now discuss the character-

istics of a MOTS encoded in the eigenvalue spectrum. The always real [25] principal

eigenvalue λ0 of LΣ by itself determines whether the MOTS may be understood as an

apparent horizon. If a MOTS exhibits a ‘barrier’ property1, as is characteristic of an
1this “barrier” property is called “local outermost” from [25], denoting the outermost MOTS.
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apparent horizon, then one expects δvΘ(+) > 0 – that is, as you deform the surface

outward, the expansion Θ(+) increases and so Θ(+) > 0 (as one expects outside the

trapped region of the black hole). From this observation, λ0 > 0, which classifies the

‘barrier’ MOTS as strictly stable [25]. The MOTS is otherwise classified as unstable

if λ0 < 0 and marginally stable if λ0 = 0.

If λ0 = 0, then there is a corresponding eigenfunction ψ0 that satisfies δψ0nΘ(+) =

0. This suggests a situation where there are multiple coinciding MOTSs. Such in-

stances include creation-bifurcation and annihilation cases, resulting in a vanishing

eigenvalue at the moment of bifurcation/annihilation. In these cases, the eigenvalue

spectrum carries a zero eigenvalue (that is not necessarily the principal eigenvalue).

This is observed in the eigenvalue spectrum in the binary black hole merger, as shown

in the plots of Figure 2.7. Though not directly relevant to this project, there is an

observed relationship between the number of negative eigenvalues (for m = 0, defined

shortly later). and number of self-intersections:

# self-intersections = ⌊# negative λ’s
2

⌋ .

Every pair of negative eigenvalues was found to correspond to one self-intersection.

This discrete spectrum of the stability operator may be numerically approximated.

First, the deformation function ψ(s, ϕ) can be separated (thanks to the rotational

symmetry about the z-axis) as

ψ(s, ϕ) =
∞∑

m=−∞

ψlm(s) exp(imϕ) , (2.3)

after which the eigenvalue problem LΣψ = λψ reduces to

(LΣ +m2qϕϕ)ψlm = λψlm , (2.4)
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FIG. 15. Eigenvalues of L⌃ for the two pairs of MOTSs
(S2,S
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⇤
inner) close to the time when they anni-

hilate.

as we follow a smooth MOTT across such a bifurcation
or annihilation. Three of the MOTSs, namely Souter, S1,
and S2, possess a positive principle eigenvalue, i.e. they
are strictly stable and thus act as barrier for trapped and
untrapped surfaces in a neighbourhood. By our terminol-
ogy, they are apparent horizons and the world tubes they
trace out are dynamical apparent horizons. The above
properties are what one would usually expect from hori-
zons associated with black holes. All other MOTSs we
found possess one or more negative eigenvalues. At any
given time, all MOTSs with a negative eigenvalue are con-
tained in the interior of one of the strictly stable ones, i.e.
S1, S2, or Souter. To present our results more systemati-
cally, let N� be the number of eigenvalues �l,m < 0 and
N0

� the number of eigenvalues �l,m=0 < 0. Table I lists
the various values of N� and N0

� we find for the MOTSs

TABLE I. Number of negative eigenvalues of L⌃ for the
MOTSs along the di↵erent MOTTs. The arrows indicate
when we have found a smooth connection between the re-
spective world tubes, while the arrow in parentheses indi-
cates a suspected smooth transition which we could not re-
solve numerically. Shown is N0

�, i.e. the number of eigenvalues
�l,m=0 < 0 as well as N� for the number of all negative eigen-
values. This latter value changes for some of the MOTTs, in
which case we list all the occurring cases (not in order of
appearance).

MOTT H1 (!) H
⇤
1 ! H

⇤⇤
1

N0
� 0 1 2

N� 0 1 2,4

MOTT H2 ! H
⇤
2 ! H

⇤⇤
2

N0
� 0 1 2

N� 0 1 2,4

MOTT Houter ! Hinner ! H
⇤
inner ! H

⇤⇤
inner

N0
� 0 1 2 3

N� 0 1,3 2,4 3,5,7,9

MOTT H
⇤
0 ! H

⇤⇤
0

N0
� 2 3

N� 2 3,5,7

MOTT H1a H1b H1c H1d

N0
� 1 1 2 2

N� 3 1,3 4,6 4,6

MOTT H2a H2b H2c H2d

N0
� 1 1 2 2

N� 1,3 1 4 4

along each MOTT during the evolution and FIG. 16
shows all MOTSs at two di↵erent times with N0

� indi-
cated by line thickness and color. In each instance where
a MOTS transitions through a bifurcation or annihilation
along the indicated sequences of MOTTs, one additional
negative eigenvalue of the m = 0 mode appears.

Another observation is related to the non-smooth
MOTS mergers where two MOTSs touch at one point
and coincide at this time with a MOTS having a cusp.
We were able to explicitly resolve three of these mergers
numerically, namely S1 [ S2 = Sinner, S1c [ S2 = S

⇤⇤
inner

and S1 [ S2a = S
⇤⇤
1 . Based on our results, we expect at

least two more such mergers, which we could not resolve
for numerical reasons. These are S1a [ S2 = S

⇤⇤
2 and

S1a [ S2a = S
⇤⇤
0 . For all these cases where S [ S

0 = S
00,

we find, with obvious notation, that

N0
� + N0

�
0
+ 1 = N0

�
00

. (21)

Note that N0
� is constant along each individual MOTT,

even when cusps and self-intersections form, as they do
for Sinner, S

⇤⇤
inner and S

⇤⇤
1 . However, in several instances,

we find that eigenvalues of the higher angular modes
(m 6= 0) do cross zero on perfectly smooth portions of
the MOTT. Due to the axisymmetry and absence of spin
in our simulation, we have a ±m degeneracy in the spec-
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as we follow a smooth MOTT across such a bifurcation
or annihilation. Three of the MOTSs, namely Souter, S1,
and S2, possess a positive principle eigenvalue, i.e. they
are strictly stable and thus act as barrier for trapped and
untrapped surfaces in a neighbourhood. By our terminol-
ogy, they are apparent horizons and the world tubes they
trace out are dynamical apparent horizons. The above
properties are what one would usually expect from hori-
zons associated with black holes. All other MOTSs we
found possess one or more negative eigenvalues. At any
given time, all MOTSs with a negative eigenvalue are con-
tained in the interior of one of the strictly stable ones, i.e.
S1, S2, or Souter. To present our results more systemati-
cally, let N� be the number of eigenvalues �l,m < 0 and
N0

� the number of eigenvalues �l,m=0 < 0. Table I lists
the various values of N� and N0

� we find for the MOTSs

TABLE I. Number of negative eigenvalues of L⌃ for the
MOTSs along the di↵erent MOTTs. The arrows indicate
when we have found a smooth connection between the re-
spective world tubes, while the arrow in parentheses indi-
cates a suspected smooth transition which we could not re-
solve numerically. Shown is N0

�, i.e. the number of eigenvalues
�l,m=0 < 0 as well as N� for the number of all negative eigen-
values. This latter value changes for some of the MOTTs, in
which case we list all the occurring cases (not in order of
appearance).

MOTT H1 (!) H
⇤
1 ! H

⇤⇤
1

N0
� 0 1 2

N� 0 1 2,4

MOTT H2 ! H
⇤
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along each MOTT during the evolution and FIG. 16
shows all MOTSs at two di↵erent times with N0

� indi-
cated by line thickness and color. In each instance where
a MOTS transitions through a bifurcation or annihilation
along the indicated sequences of MOTTs, one additional
negative eigenvalue of the m = 0 mode appears.

Another observation is related to the non-smooth
MOTS mergers where two MOTSs touch at one point
and coincide at this time with a MOTS having a cusp.
We were able to explicitly resolve three of these mergers
numerically, namely S1 [ S2 = Sinner, S1c [ S2 = S

⇤⇤
inner

and S1 [ S2a = S
⇤⇤
1 . Based on our results, we expect at

least two more such mergers, which we could not resolve
for numerical reasons. These are S1a [ S2 = S

⇤⇤
2 and

S1a [ S2a = S
⇤⇤
0 . For all these cases where S [ S

0 = S
00,

we find, with obvious notation, that

N0
� + N0

�
0
+ 1 = N0

�
00

. (21)

Note that N0
� is constant along each individual MOTT,

even when cusps and self-intersections form, as they do
for Sinner, S

⇤⇤
inner and S

⇤⇤
1 . However, in several instances,

we find that eigenvalues of the higher angular modes
(m 6= 0) do cross zero on perfectly smooth portions of
the MOTT. Due to the axisymmetry and absence of spin
in our simulation, we have a ±m degeneracy in the spec-

Figure 2.7: Plots of particular eigenvalues λ of the stability operator on particular

MOTSs S near times t at which said MOTS exhibit bifurcation and annihilation

events during a binary BH merger. Figures are taken from [22, Figure 14 and 15].

wherem is the second quantum number that we will set to zerom = 0 in axisymmetry.

The m ̸= 0 cases may be associated to the angular deformations along the ϕ direction

and are expected to give complex eigenvalues with nonzero imaginary components.

To numerically solve this eigenvalue problem, we employ a pseudo-spectral method

[27, 28]. Consider a MOTS S(s, ϕ) that spans the parameterization s ∈ [0, smax]. We

expand the eigenfunction ψm(s) in a Chebyshev series:

ψm=0(s) =
N∑
k=0

ak cos

(
kπsi
smax

)
, (2.5)

where si are N + 1 discretized points along s ∈ [0, smax]. A matrix approximation

is then constructed from these discretized functions where Lik = (LΣϕk)(si) and

Φik = ϕk(si):

LΣψ = λψ → Likak = λΦikak . (2.6)

The eigenvalues λ are then simply eigenvalues of the matrix M = Φ−1LM = Φ−1LM = Φ−1L, which we use
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built-in functions in Mathematica to compute. The indices i and k need to run over

N+1 values as the matrices need to be square. This means that the number of points

along the MOTS sampled si corresponds to the number of Chebyshev polynomials to

be computed. Picking on the order of N = 100 is sufficient for good convergence of

the eigenvalue spectrum, though larger N is needed for convergence in some cases.

In numerical simulations it has been observed that, a vanishing principal eigen-

value corresponds to apparent horizons at the moment of its annihilation with another

surface, or some otherwise non-smooth evolution event [24, 25]. What we will find

are examples of annihilation events corresponding to non-principal, m = 0, eigenval-

ues in the case of self-intersecting MOTSs. It is speculated that vanishing m ̸= 0

eigenvalues are associated with bifurcation events of non-axisymmetric MOTSs but

this is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Self-intersecting MOTS in the

Schwarzschild spacetime

The extensive investigation of self-intersecting MOTSs in the numerically obtained

binary black hole merger spacetimes were limited in their MOTS-finder methods and

numerical precision. Therefore, finding accurate late-stage merger spacetimes is no

easy feat, requiring the computational power of computer clusters [29, 30]. On top of

this, the MOTS-finding method introduced in [18] is restricted by the initial surface

fed to the finder. Further evidence for the existence of self-intersecting MOTS like

those found during black hole mergers came from an unexpected source: they were

also found in static, exact spacetimes.

This can be achieved by considering the simplest static black hole solution known

– the Schwarzschild solution. The calculation for finding the r = 2M spherical MOTS

had already been shown in the Introduction. However, if one extends the constraints

to axi-symmetric MOTSs rather than spherical ones, the requirement that the null
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expansion vanishes corresponds to a coupled pair of ordinary differential equations.

These can be numerically solved to find the self-intersecting MOTSs.

Recall the Schwarzschild black hole in Painlevé–Gullstrand (PG) coordinates:

gαβdx
αdxβ = −

(
1− 2M

r

)
dt̃2 + 2

√
2M/r dt̃ dr + dr2 + r2dΩ2 ,

where constant t̃ slices exhibit an intrinsically flat geometry habdxadxb = dr2+r2dΩ2.

Since we only consider axi-symmetrical MOTS (invariant about rotation in the ϕ

direction), it is useful to parameterize the 2-dimensional MOTS with r = R(s) and

θ = Θ(s), giving the parameterized 2-dimensional surface the geometry qAB:

qABdx
AdxB = (Ṙ2 +R2Θ̇2)ds2 +R2 sin2Θdϕ2 , (3.1)

with dots symbolizing derivatives with respect to the parameter coordinate s. In the

induced metric (3.1), one sees the inherent axis-symmetry as qAB is independent of ϕ.

This means we can take a constant ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) slice leaving a line element that reads

(Ṙ2+R2Θ̇2)ds2. We may impose an ‘arc-length condition’ to equate the parameter s

to be the arc-length of the one-dimensional curve found when one performs a constant

ϕ slicing of such a MOTS (as depicted in Figure 3.2):

Ṙ2 +R2Θ̇2 = 1 . (3.2)

With our coordinates defined on our 2-dimensional surface, this allows us to con-

struct the push-forward/pull-pack operator between the four and two dimensional

geometries. With xα = { t̃, r, θ, ϕ} and xA = { s, ϕ}:

e α
A =

∂xα

∂xA
=

0 Ṙ Θ̇ 0

0 0 0 1

 . (3.3)
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The unit spacelike normal n can then be constructed satisfying

nαnα = 1 ; nαuα = 0 ; nαe
α
A = 0 .

This system of conditions can be solved to obtain

nα
(

∂

∂xα

)
= RΘ̇

(
∂

∂r

)
− Ṙ

R

(
∂

∂θ

)
. (3.4)

The outward null expansion then works out to be

Θ(+) = −
√

M

2R3

(
1 + 3R2Θ̇2

)
+R

(
ṘΘ̈− Θ̇R̈

)
+Θ̇

(
3Ṙ2 + 2R2Θ̇2

)
− Ṙ cotΘ

R
. (3.5)

Solutions to Θ(+) = 0 are MOTS. The vanishing outward null expansion Θ(+) = 0 is

solved exactly in the spherical case R = 2M, Ṙ = 0, R̈ = 0 (with Θ̇2 = (1− Ṙ2)/R2),

but is otherwise a system of non trivial coupled second-order ordinary differential

equation (the system being equations (3.2) and (3.5)).

Numerically finding solutions to the vanishing expansion is possible without (3.2)

as shown in [31] and evident in Figure 3.1. The method implemented is to create two

equations out of Θ(+) = 0 by setting the parameter as either coordinates s → r or

s → θ. This creates two differential equations–one a second-order ODE for R(θ) the

other for Θ(r), then it is possible to numerically integrate for R(θ) and Θ(r). This

process was quite involved–as many numerical singularities would be encountered

requiring frequent switching between the equations for R(θ) and Θ(r). Once the

solutions were stitched together, the self-intersecting MOTSs within the Schwarzschild

black hole was found.
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Figure 3.1: Plots of the 12 outer-most axis-symmetric MOTSs. The vertical axis

shown is the z-axis with ρ =
√
x2 + y2 along the horizontal, both in unit of the

black hole’s mass parameter. Curves shown are cross-sections of the MOTSs, on the

half-planes ϕ = constant and ϕ = constant+π. Interpretation of these figures can be

found in Figure 3.2. Figures were provided by authors of [31].
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Figure 3.2: A three-dimensional rendition of the once-self-intersecting MOTS for a

constant time slice. A bolded black line has been drawn to highlight the 1-dimensional

curve plotted for a ϕ = constant = 0 slice. Axes are usual Cartesian coordinates in

units of the black hole’s mass parameter.

The types of equations we will be numerically integrating in this thesis will use the

arc-length parameterization (3.2). By differentiating (3.2), one encounters a system

of coupled ODE’s that is more easily (numerically) integrated:

R̈ = 1
2
Θ̇
[
−2 cotΘṘ + 4RΘ̇ +

(
−4 + 3Ṙ2

)√
2M/R

]
Θ̈ =

Ṙ

2R2

[
2 cotΘṘ− 6RΘ̇ +

(
1 + 3R2Θ̇2

)√
2M/R

]
.

(3.6)

A standard numerical integration package is used to handle this–namely, Mathemat-

ica’s NDSolve[] function is sufficient to find solutions to these equations.
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Surfaces found from the equations in (3.6) do not necessarily close, meaning the

‘closed’ property of a MOTS is not guaranteed [31]. Such surfaces are categorized

as marginally outer-trapped open surfaces (MOTOS), and the special cases of closure

gives MOTS. Figure 3.3 The search for a MOTS then becomes a boundary-valued

problem (BVP) for closed surfaces found out of (3.6).

not violate the uniqueness theorem for MOTOS: the
horizon and zo ¼ 2m MOTOS have opposite orientations
at their point of contact.
The MOTOS are well behaved, maintaining their origi-

nal ordering as they extend outward from the z-axis to large
r. That this ordering continues to be maintained asymp-
totically is confirmed in the Appendix.

B. From above

1. Results

The MOTOS originating from zo > 0 have a much more
interesting set of behaviors than those with zo < 0. For this
case, the tangent surface at zo ¼ 2m has the same ori-
entation as r ¼ 2m and so by the uniqueness theorem is
identical. As can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, this uniqueness is
the end point of a continuous process: MOTOS with
zo → 2m wrap more and more closely to r ¼ 2m during
the approach (as would be expected from the results of
Sec. III D). They then have to make sharper and sharper
turns to avoid θ ¼ π. The limit as zo → 2m is the MOTS at
r ¼ 2m along with the oppositely oriented zo ¼ 2m
MOTOS (the black curves in Fig. 7). From the perspective
of the generating curves, the limit is continuous. However,
the limiting curve itself is not smooth.
The curves on either side of zo ¼ 2m make their turns to

avoid the z-axis in different ways. For zo > 2m, they turn
counterclockwise (to their left if one is moving along the
curve starting from θ ¼ 0). However, for zo < 2m, the turn
is clockwise (to their right) and they then self-intersect
before exiting through r ¼ 2m. In both cases, they end up
moving off to large r with their direction of vanishing null
expansion oriented in the positive z direction.
MOTOS geometries become more complicated as zo

further decreases. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the loop grows,
pulls back from r ¼ 2m and migrates toward z ¼ 0.

This continues in Fig. 8 where the free end pulls back toward
the z-axiswith the turn becoming sharper and sharper until for
zo ¼ z1 ≈ 1.037m the curve intersects the z-axis at a right
angle: this limit is a closed surface and so a (self-intersecting)

FIG. 6. Upward-oriented rotationally symmetric MOTOS ap-
proaching (and passing) the r ¼ 2m MOTS from above. The
orientation of the null vector vanishing null expansion is
indicated by the arrows.

FIG. 7. Initially upward-oriented rotationally symmetric
MOTOS approaching (and passing) the r ¼ 2m MOTS from
above. Orientation vectors for the direction of vanishing null
expansion are henceforth omitted, but the direction can be tracked
by following curves from the positive z-axis. The orientations of
all curves are in the positive z direction at both the z-axis and as
they head off to infinity.

FIG. 8. Initially upward-oriented rotationally symmetric
MOTOS on either side of the one-loop MOTS. Note that the
second loop develops in a way that is qualitatively similar to
the development of the first. The orientations of all curves is
in the positive z direction at both the z-axis and as they head off
to infinity.

BOOTH, HENNIGAR, and MONDAL PHYS. REV. D 102, 044031 (2020)

044031-10

Figure 3.3: Plots of several MOTOS (in gray) and the two outer-most MOTS (in

black) of the Schwarzschild spacetime in PG coordinates. The once-intersecting

MOTS has a tail due to numerical inadequacies. Axes are the z-axis and ρ =
√
x2 + y2

in units of the black hole mass parameter.

By visual inspection of Figure 3.3, there is a singular repulsion characteristic at

the z-axis. The ‘tail’ of the solid black self-intersecting MOTS shows this repulsion,

as seen when the numerical result attempts to approach the z-axis perpendicularly

and its imperfections causes the curve to diverge sharply. This can more easily real-

ized if the MOT(O)S equations were considered in cylindrical spacetime coordinates
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{t̃, ρ, z, ϕ} with similar parameterization ρ = P (s), z = Z(s) and Ṗ 2+ Ż2 = 1, rather

than the current spherical coordinates {t̃, r, θ, ϕ} (the two coordinates are related by

tan θ = ρ/z and r2 = ρ2 + z2).

P̈ =
Ż2

P
+

√
M

2(P 2 + Z2)7/2

[
Ṗ 2(P 2 + 4Z2) + Ż2(4P 2 + Z2)− 6PZṖ Ż

]
Z̈ = − Ṗ Ż

P
−

√
M

2(P 2 + Z2)7/2

[
Ṗ 2(P 2 + 4Z2) + Ż2(4P 2 + Z2)− 6PZṖ Ż

]
.

(3.7)

In these coordinates, the first term of the equation for P̈ (s) shows the repulsive nature

of the z-axis (P̈ → ∞ as P → 0).

The shooting method is implemented–where initial conditions are given at one

boundary, numerically propagated by evolution through the differential equations,

and analyzed at the other boundary. Closed and smooth axis-symmetrical surfaces

would exhibit perpendicularity with its axis of symmetry, hence the initial conditions

desired for the Schwarzschild black hole in PG coordinates:

P (0) = 0 ; Ṗ (0) = 1

Z(0) = ±z0 ; Ż(0) = 0 .

(3.8)

The choice of Z(0) = ±z0 initiates the integration either above or below the x-y plane,

respectively. In this manuscript, we initiate MOT(O)S constant slicing curves from

the positive z-axis Z(0) = z0 > 0. As evident by (3.7), the ODEs are singular at the

axis of rotational symmetry (P = 0). Instead, leading orders of the initial conditions

can be found, as the limits of each term towards the axis exists as s→ 0:

P (s) = P (0) + Ṗ (0) s+
1

2!
P̈ (0) s2 +

1

3!
P (3)(0) s3 +

1

4!
P (4)(0) s4 +O

(
s5
)

Z(s) = Z(0) + Ż(0) s+
1

2!
Z̈(0) s2 +

1

3!
Z(3)(0) s3 +

1

4!
Z(4)(0) s4 +O

(
s5
)
.

(3.9)
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The four leading terms are calculated to be

P (0) = 0 ; Ṗ (0) = 1 ; P̈ (0) = lim
s→0

P̈ (s) = 0 ; P (3)(0) = −2M

z 3
0

Z(0) = z0 ; Ż(0) = 0 ; Z̈(0) = −
√
2M

z
3/2

0

; Z(3)(0) = 0

P (4)(0) = 0 ; Z(4)(0) =

√
M
(
−9

√
Mz0 + 5

√
2M + 3

√
2 z0

)
z

9/2
0

.

(3.10)

Evolving the initial conditions (outlined in equations (3.9) and (3.10)) using the

MOT(O)S equations (3.7), curves displayed in Figure 3.3 are found and plotted.

The black bolded curve signifies a surface that is implied to close. One may hand-

tune initial z0 values in the search for closed MOTS in the sea of infinite MOTOS.

This search is sure to terminate, as a z0 value too small will show MOTOS with

two-self intersections and z0 values too large will show MOTOS with just the one

self-intersection (note the characteristic of the gray MOTOS curves adjacent to the

black MOTS in Figure 3.3). The search for MOTSs may then be reduced to an

optimization problem.

The observation that MOTSs are symmetric across the x-y plane allows for an

automation of this MOTS-finding process. Asserting this symmetry allows for the

evaluation of the distance from the z-axis at the location which one expects the

MOTS to close. Namely, we get the curve parameter s = s0 at which Z(s0) = −z0,

and consider the radial distance from the axis P (s0). This is visualized in Figure

3.4a. This P (s0) value is an implicit function of the initial condition, particularly

the Z(0) = z0 value of which the curve is launched. That is, one must numerically

evolve the curve until the curve reaches the Z = −z0 plane, and then obtain the

P (s0) value found. Such an implicit function (P (s0) as a function of |z0|) is shown

in Figure 3.4b. The cusp-minimums on this plot are the closed MOTS (such as some
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of the ones shown in Figure 3.1) where P (s0) → 0 (the curve returns to the axis at

Z(s0) = −z0), all other points on this plot indicate MOTOS. The task of finding

MOTSs in the abundant sea of MOTOSs now become an optimization problem. Due

to the numerically implicit nature of P (s0) (that is, the MOTSodesic equations are

numerically integrated and then a closest-approach radial value is found), a technique

called ‘random optimization’ is employed. Instead of ‘brute-forcing’ many MOT(O)S

initialized with z0 values systematically chosen to find an implied MOTS, random

optimization chooses the z0 values based on an algorithm that utilizes an aspect of

randomness. This technique is more computationally efficient for optimizations of

implicit functions, as it drastically reduces the number of computations required to

find its extrema. ‘Random optimization’ is an umbrella term that better known tech-

niques fall under. Our algorithm is inspired by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithms

[46], which are often introduced to solve the well-studied Traveling Salesman prob-

lem. Figure 3.4c demonstrates a ‘minima finder’ making its way towards finding the

initial z0 condition to generate the outer-most self-intersecting MOTS shown in Fig-

ure 3.2. The number of P (s0) evaluations between Figures 3.4b and 3.4c is indicative

of the heightened efficiency the random optimization provides. This MOTS-finding

algorithm will be relied on to generate the results of this thesis in the coming chapter.

A more compact presentation of the MOTSodesic equations can be found in [21,

22], where the authors formulate the curve equations in close analogy to geodesic

equations. Further work on generalizing the MOTSodesic equations is seen in [32, 33],

for the case of a stationary rotating black hole and higher-dimensional Schwarzschild

black hole. However, the interpretations we introduced in the Introduction and this

chapter are sufficient for the scope of this thesis.
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(a) Graphic depiction of the P (s0) value, which will be minimized (to zero) to find MOTS.
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(b) Plot of numerically obtained radial-

distance values P (s0) for a range of z0.
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(c) Visualization of a random optimizer’s

steps towards the minimum.

Figure 3.4: Plots showing the numerical process developed to approximate MOTS.
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Chapter 4

Self-intersecting MOTS in other

spacetimes

More generally, statically spherical spacetimes have a metric of the form

gαβdx
αdxβ = −f(r)dt2 + dr2

f(r)
+ r2dΩ2 , (4.1)

where f(r) is called the metric function and is constrained only by the Einstein

equations. Similarly, the Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates can be generalized to ac-

commodate for any metric function, with PG-time dt̃ = dt+
√
1−f
f

dr to get

gαβdx
αdxβ = −f(r)dt̃2 + 2

√
1− f(r)drdt̃+ dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (4.2)

The only non-trivial static spherical asymptotically flat vacuum solution to exist in

(3+1) dimensions (by Birkhoff’s theorem [7, 34]) is the Schwarzschild solution with

the metric function

f(r) = 1− 2M

r
.
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It can be seen by the line element that the Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates are valid

everywhere since the metric function never exceeds 1 (to render a negative in the

square-root term). We will quickly see that the limitation of f(r) < 1 voids many

non-vacuum solutions of the Einstein equations.

The most well-known non-vacuum solution is that of the matter field defined by

a constant LM = Λ, with the metric function taking the form

f(r) = 1− 2M

r
− Λr2 .

The constant Λ is better known as the cosmological constant denoting either an

acceleratedly expanding or contracting universe. The expanding solution (Λ > 0) is

de Sitter (dS) space and the contracting one (Λ < 0) is anti de Sitter (AdS). This

example alone demonstrates that for non-vacuum solutions, there are scenarios (such

as the AdS case) where the metric function exceeds the value 1. In these cases, the

Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates only cover the spacetime in regions where f(r) < 1.

However, similarly, many scenarios keep the metric function within the limitation of

the Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates (as with the dS case).

In the following cases (as well as the aforementioned de Sitter spacetime), there are

multiple roots to the metric function. Roots of f(r) correspond to spherical MOTSs

– in the Schwarzschild case of f(r) = 1 − 2M/r, the root at r = 2M is exactly

the Schwarzschild radius, the outer-most spherical horizon, the only strictly stable

MOTS. The de Sitter spacetime has two roots – the event horizon of the black hole

and the cosmological horizon. The cosmological horizon is associated to a boundary

of sorts associated with the accelerated expansion of the spacetime. With many cases,

it is not always correct to interpret both horizons with trapping properties of light,
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as it is better to interpret the physical properties of the horizons using the stability

operator (or its eigenvalue spectrum). The horizon associated to the boundary of the

black hole is, in our cases, strictly stable and therefore has the ‘barrier’ property. The

other spherical horizons resultant as a root of the metric function do not carry the

same characteristic as they are not strictly stable.

This section displays the results of finding self-intersecting MOTSs in non-vacuum

black hole solutions such as the 4-dimensional limit of the Gauss–Bonnet (GB) space-

time and the Reissner–Nordstöm black hole. Both of these spacetimes exhibit spher-

ical symmetry and thus may be represented by equation (4.2) with appropriate

metric functions. The derivation of MOTSodesic curve equations for axisymmetric

MOT(O)Ss is near identical and trivial following the procedures outlined in previous

chapters, including but not limited to the limiting approximations near the z axis.

The differences in finding and analyzing self-intersecting MOTS arise in that the

Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates may not probe enough of spacetime to find MOTS

and there are now non-zero matter terms in the stability operator Gab ̸= 0. The latter

is of less concern, but the former will be addressed when needed.

4.1 Four-Dimensional Gauss–Bonnet Black Hole

One modified theory of gravity that is investigated is the four-dimensional limit of

Gauss–Bonnet gravity. Limiting equations of motion to be strictly up to second-order

derivatives, the Lovelock theorem states that the Einstein theory (equation (1.2) with

LM ∝ Λ) is unique to four-dimensions [35]. In higher dimensions, this is no longer

true and there are other theories involving higher powers of the curvature that still
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admit second-order equations of motion. The simplest such example is Gauss–Bonnet

gravity, which exists in five and higher dimensions and involves quadratic powers of

the curvature. Recent papers have found a way to take the limit as the dimensionality

goes to 4 (D → 4) for these Gauss–Bonnet theories of gravity [36], yielding a theory

of gravity that is Einstein with curvature additions:

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g
[
R + α

(
ϕG + 4Gab∂aϕ∂bϕ− 4

(
∂ϕ)22ϕ+ 2 (∂ϕ)4

))]
, (4.3)

where G = RabcdR
abcd− 4RabR

ab+R2 is the Gauss–Bonnet invariant, α is the Gauss–

Bonnet coupling term (determining the strength of the added curvature terms), and a

scalar field ϕ. This theory has second-order equations of motion and evades Lovelock’s

theory due to the presence of the additional scalar. It is a particular example of a

Horndeski theory of gravity [37] that admits solutions agreeing with the naive limit

of higher-dimensional Gauss–Bonnet solutions to lower dimensions. This geometry is

spherical with a metric function

fGB(r) = 1 +
r2

2α

(
1−

√
1 +

8αM

r3

)
. (4.4)

The limit as α → 0 recovers the Schwarzschild solution. Figure 4.1 shows its deviation

from the Schwarzschild solution. The figure also shows the resolution of the r = 0

singularity, as the limit converges limr→0 fGB = 0. The metric function is strictly less

than one, thus the Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates are satisfactory to probe into this

black hole. This spacetime’s black hole exhibits an outer and inner horizon as there

are two roots to fGB

r± =M

(
1±

√
1− α

M2

)
.

The spheres of radii r = r± are both MOTS. The outermost horizon at r = r+ is

the strictly stable MOTS, being the ‘barrier’ of the black hole and is the apparent
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horizon.
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Figure 4.1: The Gauss–Bonnet metric function (blue curves) plotted for α/M2 =

1/100, 1/10, 4/10, and 8/10 in order of bottom to top. The red curve is the

Schwarzschild metric function.

4.1.1 Self-intersecting MOTS in GB BHs

Our techniques for numerically integrating the MOTSodesic equations, turning it

into an optimization problem to find closed MOTS, and then using the pseudo-spectral

methods in approximating are replicated to find self-intersecting MOTS within the

interior of a GB black hole. The rich interior structure of the GB black hole gives rise

to even more interesting self-intersecting MOTS behaviour than those found in the

Schwarzschild black hole. In the Schwarzschild limit α → 0, there are seemingly an

infinite number of self-intersecting MOTS with a large number of self-intersections.

In the extremal limit α → M2 (where the spherical MOTS coincide r− = r+), the

only MOTS is the degenerate spherical one at r = M . In between the two extreme
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values of the GB coupling parameter, one finds a limited number of self-intersecting

MOTS dependent on the value of α. Furthermore, the structure of the GB black

hole seems to sustain pairs of self-intersecting MOTS with the same number of self-

intersections providing a simple model where creation/annihilation can be probed.

The shape of the twin pairs are very similar, as showcased in Figure 4.2. There are

particular values of 0 < α < M2 where the self-intersecting twin pairs are coinciding,

which can be numerically obtained by many different means. These values are not

necessarily relevant to our investigation of self-intersecting MOTSs, but may be of

interest and trivially calculated if exact curves describing the self-intersecting MOTS

are found.

It is meaningful to consider the eigenvalue spectrum of the stability operator of

these surfaces as well. As a function of the α parameter space, we show examples for

two pairs of MOTSs – the spherical inner and outer horizons and the twin pairs of the

once-self-intersecting MOTSs – in Figures 4.3. By analysis of the three least eigenval-

ues of the stability operator, we see that only the outer-most MOTS is strictly stable

(all positive eigenvalues) and that the inner-horizon has only one negative eigenvalue.

Recall that one self-intersection corresponds to at least two negative eigenvalues of

the stability operator. At the event of their junction at α =M2, the eigenvalues ap-

proach each other with the principal eigenvalue vanishing. The vanishing eigenvalue

is expected and aligns with what we understand about the stability operator and

these MOTSs. The eigenvalue spectrum for the one-self-intersecting pair of MOTSs

is as expected as well – there are at least two negative eigenvalues (λ0 and λ1) with

the interior once-intersecting MOTS carrying a third negative eigenvalue. At the

point at which the pair coincides α ≈ 0.1359915193M2, we again see a vanishing
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eigenvalue, but this time the third eigenvalue λ2. This spectral analysis was also

done but not presented for the twice- and thrice-self-intersecting pairs of MOTSs

where the pattern continues (with vanishing λ4 and λ6, respectively, at the point of

their ‘annihilations’). This phenomenon is expected to extend to the infinitely many

self-intersecting pairs MOTSs anticipated as α → 0.
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Figure 4.2: All axisymmetric MOTSs present in the GB black hole in the case α/M2 =

1/60. Note that the scale changes in the plots for the purposes of visibility. The inner

horizon has been included as a black circle to provide scale.
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Figure 4.3: First three eigenvalues of the stability operator as a function of the

coupling parameter for the outer (blue) and inner (red) horizons (top) and once-

intersecting MOTS (bottom) for the GB spacetime. The black curve is an interpo-

lation of the numerically obtained data, while the dots are a few of the numerically

determined values. The green dots correspond to the respective eigenvalue in the

Schwarzschild case, as obtained separately.

4.2 Reissner–Nordström Black Hole

The next spacetime of interest to be investigated is the Reissner–Nordström (RN)

spacetime which is a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. The RN black hole

is a solution of Einstein gravity coupled to Maxwell electrodynamics, namely using

the Faraday tensor Fαβ:

S =

∫
d4x

√
−g
(
R− FαβF

αβ
)
. (4.5)
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Physically, this is electromagnetism in a curved spacetime. The solution to the Ein-

stein’s equations once again takes a spherical form with a metric function

fRN(r) = 1− 2M

r
+
Q2

r2
, (4.6)

where Q is a charge parameter. Once again, there are two horizons (inner and outer,

from two roots of fRN(r), refer to Figure 4.4) at

r± =M ±
√
M2 −Q2 .

The extreme case of Q2 = M2 is once again where the inner and outer horizons

coincide. The Q2 > M2 case is that of a naked singularity, which we will avoid and

consider only 0 < M < |Q|.
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Figure 4.4: The Reissner–Nordström metric function (blue curves) plotted for

Q2/M2 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1 in order of bottom to top. The red curve is

the Schwarzschild metric function.

In a sense, the charged black hole has repulsive gravity near the r = 0 singularity.
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From the metric function as well, we see it is not strictly less than 1, rendering the

Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates invalid for regions where fRN(r) ≥ 1. Coordinates

that generalize the PG coordinates such as [38] are not sufficient to fully probe these

spacetimes, thus we find a further generalization of said coordinates.

4.2.1 Further generalized Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates

Begin with the null coordinates (transform Equation (4.1) via dt→ dv − dr/f):

gαβdx
αdxβ = −fdv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2 (4.7)

and then perform the coordinate transformation

v = τ + g(r) =⇒ dv = dτ + g′dr

with g(r) being an arbitrary function. This leaves us with

gαβdx
αdxβ = −fdτ 2 + 2(1− g′ · f)dτdr + g′ · (2− g′ · f)dr2 + r2dΩ2 .

Using the identification

p(r) ≡ g′ · (2− g′ · f) (4.8)

makes the line element a lot cleaner:

gαβdx
αdxβ = −fdτ 2 + 2

√
1− p(r)f(r)dτdr + p(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (4.9)

Thanks to the arbitrary choice of g(r), p(r) is essentially arbitrary as well. It is

restricted only by the constraint of p(r) > 0 (so that the constant time slices are

space-like) and to ensure that 1− pf > 0.

Although the choice of p(r) is arbitrary, it can be understood as describing the

kinematics of observers whose 4-velocity is tangent to ∂
∂t̃
. For Painlevé–Gullstrand
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coordinates, such an observer was free-falling. In the generalization, the observer is

radially accelerating with acceleration

|a| = |p′|
2p3/2

.

In the case of the charged black hole, there is a natural choice for p(r) – that of a

test particle oppositely charged to the black hole and so is attractively accelerated

towards the singularity through the Lorentz force. This choice is

p(r) =
r2

(r − µQ)2
, (4.10)

where Q is the black hole charge and µ is the charge to mass ratio of the test particle.

This choice of p also dictates a zero initial velocity v∞ at r → ∞:

v∞ =
√
1− lim

r→∞
p(r) = 0 .

Most importantly, this choice of p(r) assures that the coordinates (4.9) are valid for

r ∈ (0,∞). Taking Q > 0 and assigning µ = −1, the line element is explicitly:

gαβdx
αdxβ = −

(
1− 2M

r
+
Q2

r2

)
dτ 2+

√
(M +Q)r

2(r +Q)2
dτdr+

r2dr2

(r +Q)2
+r2dΩ2 . (4.11)

One has to be careful when looking at plots of MOTS generated on this set of co-

ordinates. The slicings of constant τ are not Euclidean – meaning that the usual

identifications between polar and cartesian coordinates are not the same, since there

is now a functional scaling in the radial coordinate. Our analysis of self-intersecting

MOTSs within the Reissner–Nordström black hole is qualitative when it comes to

displaying their plots, thus this feature is ignored. A remedy, however, is possible

by performing yet another coordinate transformation such that we arrive at a set of
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coordinates that fully cover the spacetime and are conformally Euclidean such that

our plots are accurate in the Cartesian graph.

The coordinates (4.9) are referred to as the ‘further generalized Painlevé–Gullstrand’

coordinates as the authors of [38] have already taken the ‘generalization’ title. This

generalization is motivated by [38].

4.2.2 Self-intersecting MOTS in RN BHs

Once again, the procedure in forming the MOTSodesic equations mirror the tech-

niques introduced in Chapter 1 with normal one-forms and vectors

uαdx
α =

−dτ√
p(r)

and nα
∂

∂xα
= r
√
p(r)

[
θ̇

p(r)

∂

∂r
− ṙ

r2
∂

∂θ

]
. (4.12)

Similar to the MOTSs found within the GB black hole, the richer structure within

the black hole sets a limit on the number of self-intersecting axisymmetric MOTSs.

The complexity of the possible axisymmetric MOTSs in the GB black holes pales

beside that of the RN black holes. The results of self-intersecting MOTSs found and

their analysis are showcased in Figures 4.5 through 4.10. Firstly, there are features

of the parameter space that appear to transition MOTSs from self-intersecting to

non-intersecting regimes. In the plots of Figure 4.5, the once- and twice-intersecting

MOTSs grow sharper as Q increases. An intermediary MOTS (purple) seems to

appear in a creation-bifurcation event together with a sharp but non-intersecting

MOTS (in red), where the intermediary MOTS annihilates with the self-intersecting

MOTS and the other MOTS (red) progresses to coincide with the inner horizon.

This is true in both the once- and twice-intersecting cases. The convolution of these

‘evolutions’ prompts a way of tracking these surfaces through the parameter space.
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Figure 4.5: Snapshots of the once- and twice-intersecting MOTSs in varying param-

eter values of Q. In all cases, the black circle corresponds to the inner horizon. The

MOTSs are plotted in coordinates (ρ, z) = (r cos θ, r sin θ).

The area of the MOTSs will be calculated and plotted as done in Figure 4.6 for the

once-intersecting MOTS. The corresponding MOTSs are shown in the plots of Figure

4.7. One sees that there are, in fact, two creation-annihilation events that unfold for

this class of MOTS (between the blue-purple-red curves and green-red curves), which

show up on these area-plots as ‘S’s. Ultimately, the once-intersecting MOTS ceases to

exist past the charge parameter value of Q ≈ 0.7464488M . The green MOTS that is

paired and annihilates with the ‘evolution’ of the once-intersecting MOTS is tracked
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Figure 4.6: Left: The area of the once-intersecting MOTS found in spacetimes of

varying parameter Q. The black curve gives the area of the inner horizon. The

inset shows a zoomed-in version of the region highlighted with the small black hole.

The different colors (blue, red, green, purple) correspond to the MOTSs displayed in

Figure 4.7. Right: A zoomed-in version of the top plot, focussing on the region where

the once-intersecting surface loses its intersecting feature.

to be linked to the twice-intersecting MOTS (as shown in the bottom-right plot of

Figure 4.6. The other (infinitely many) intersecting MOTSs undergo similar fates, as

demonstrated by the thrice-intersecting MOTS’s ‘evolution’ in Figure 4.10, with a key

difference being that the blue-purple-red interaction found in the once-intersecting is

enhanced to more intermediary MOTSs that are involved in the transition (blue-cyan-

purple-violet-red). This is expected to generally increase every two self-intersections

present for this phenomenon found in the Reissner–Nordström spacetime.

The eigenvalue spectra of the stability operator was also calculated and examined.

The spectra for the once-intersecting MOTSs is shown through its ‘evolution’ through

Q in Figures 4.9 and 4.8. The principal eigenvalue tends to large values, as shown

in 4.9. The plots in Figure 4.8 further support the observations that there is a
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of the once-intersecting MOTS’s ‘evolution’ through the charge

parameter space. In all cases, the black circle corresponds to the inner horizon. The

MOTSs are plotted in coordinates (ρ, z) = (r cos θ, r sin θ).

vanishing (non-principal) eigenvalue that vanishes in the event of coinciding surfaces.

This is demonstrated in the final annihilation of the once-intersecting MOTS (on the

top-left plot, where the green λ1 eigenvalue goes to zero and then ceases to exist)

and in the creation-then-annihilation (blue-purple-red) interaction where λ2 vanishes

(on the bottom plots). The author also cautions against believing all coincidences

of overlapping MOTSs to be creation or annihilation events, as all the intersecting

MOTSs “phases through” the inner horizon to be annihilated somewhere else.
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Figure 4.8: Plots of the ℓ = 1 (top) and ℓ = 2 (bottom) eigenvalues of the once-

intersecting MOTS for varying charge parameter. The right plots provide a zoomed-

in view of the corresponding left plot over a region of interest. The black curve

corresponds to the corresponding eigenvalue of the inner horizon of the black hole. In

the left panels, the red and green curves eventually meet, though this occurs at such

large values of the eigenvalues that displaying it would obscure the more interesting

structures shown here.
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to the principal eigenvalue of the inner horizon of the black hole.
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots of the thrice-intersecting MOTS’s ‘evolution’ through the

charge parameter space. In all cases, the black circle corresponds to the inner horizon.

The MOTSs are plotted in coordinates (ρ, z) = (r cos θ, r sin θ).
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Chapter 5

Discussion & Conclusion

The now extended understanding of black hole mergers and the existence of self-

intersecting MOTSs in static black holes have been presented in this thesis. Clearly,

we then need methods to effectively track the many surfaces that are now understood

to exist. We have presented working numerical techniques to find such exotic MOTSs

and track them through their evolution through parameter space. This was trivially

extended to find and evolve the MOTSs through time in other works – such as those

in the black hole merger evolution. It was common to display all the MOTSs by their

area (such as Figure 2.5), but in light of recent findings (including from the works in

this thesis) regarding vanishing non-principal eigenvalues indicating the annihilation

of the MOTS, plots showing the evolution of the eigenvalues are more suited for self-

intersecting MOTSs, particularly when the number of MOTSs reaches a large number

(such as in Figure 2.7). This thesis has provided more examples in which non-principal

eigenvalues vanish in their annihilation events. However, one must remember that

the ‘evolution’ of the spacetimes we investigated are not dynamical. If these were
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dynamical black holes, by [25] and [22], if S does not evolve (in time) smoothly, then

either

1. S is smooth but the stability operator has a vanishing eigenvalue; or

2. S is not smooth (has a cusp).

The spacetimes we dealt with are not applicable with these statements, but resembles

them. Although a vanishing non-principal eigenvalue is likely indicative of a non-

smooth evolution through parameter space (such as their abrupt annihilation as we

vary parameter values Q and α), there are examples of the MOTS ‘phasing through’

another surface, giving us the vanishing eigenvalue at the point of overlap (such as

in the Reissner–Nordström spacetime when the MOTSs ‘phases through’ the inner

horizon).

The cause of the self-intersections in these MOTSs are not clear. In the MOT-

Sodesic equations, there are clear repulsive terms in the Schwarzschild case that drive

the curves away from the z-axis. The different types of MOTSs and limitation on how

many were found in the presence of an inner horizon gives a little insight and allows

some hypotheses to be drawn. One idea is that the depth of the metric function would

dictate how many axisymmetric MOTSs would be found, similar to quantum energy

levels from potential energy curves in an atom. Since the Schwarzschild metric tends

to −∞ as r → 0, this would explain the infinitely many MOTSs found. This was not

a topic that we investigated thoroughly as such arguments are rooted in numerical

examples rather than mathematical proofs. In leaving the realm of physical validity,

it would be meaningful to investigate such a limitation for an arbitrary choice of the

metric function (f(r)), ignoring the constraints of Einstein’s field equations (1.3).
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More hypotheses have been formed outside the scope of this paper – one being that

the self-intersecting MOTSs are resultant of the departure from time-symmetry. This

can be tested using Kruskal-Szekeres (KS) coordinates on the Schwarzschild space-

time, where constant KS-time (T ) slices change with time (T is not a direction of

symmetry in the spacetime). This is ongoing work that uses the same MOTS finding

techniques outlined in this thesis to track MOTSs through KS time.

The importance of the further generalized Painlevé–Gullstrand coordinates should

not be overlooked. This set of coordinates allows for the thorough probing beyond

the inner horizon of many black holes that have had such limitations. One may

imagine, for example, that if they were to calculate quantum perturbations in these

spacetimes that they would rather have access to the global manifold rather than a

subset. Concerns such as these are typically individually dealt with (see [39, 40]), but

we have now provided another tool to do such probes.

In particular, we are interested in using this extension to coordinates on AdS

spacetimes. AdS spacetimes are of interest largely owing to the holographic theories

regarding it [41]. The AdS/CFT correspondence provides a dictionary between anti

de Sitter space and a conformal field theory (CFT) of one dimension less. For example,

thermodynamic properties such as entropy and temperature of the system in the CFT

is associated to the area and surface gravity of geometrical objects in the AdS space-

time [42]. In many cases, the many body problem in the CFT is vastly more simple to

compute using the associated geometry. The further generalized Painlevé–Gullstrand

coordinates can also be extended to encompass similarly problematic rotating black

holes, as done in [43]. The Kerr spacetime describes these black holes. Introducing

a component of angular momentum makes the models more astrophysically relevant,
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as all black holes are expected to spin.

At the end of the day, the self-intersecting MOTSs showcased here are geometric

objects found within black holes that have uncertain physical implications – as in, it

is not clear what an observer would experience if one passes through one of these self-

intersecting surfaces. The apparent horizon is well known and popularly understood

with its light-trapping property, but the self-intersecting MOTSs within need further

understanding. One feature that is lacking is that of an analytical form for the

MOTS S(s, ϕ) as we have only found self-intersecting MOTSs through numerical

solutions to the differential equations describing the MOTSs. This is not as large of

an issue as with numerical techniques and enough computational power in an average

personal computer, the solving and analyzing of MOTSs is doable with meaningful

results. One benefit of our work in static analytical spacetimes provides a rough

‘initial data’ MOTS-shape for the same investigations to be done on numerically

computed spacetimes. These calculations require large computational clusters as are

done in [18–20, 22]. The analysis of self-intersecting MOTSs (particularly with the

stability operator) extends to properties found in the dynamic case. To that end,

self-intersecting MOTSs in analytically dynamic spacetimes (such as the Vaidya or

Lemaître–Tolman–Bondi spacetimes) may be interesting to investigate.

The problem of the fate of the original two apparent horizons during a binary

black hole merger event has been numerically resolved, and their annihilation seems to

include self-intersecting surfaces. This new phenomenon of self-intersecting MOTSs is

still very unclear, particularly from the physical context, despite now many numerical

results showing their robustness in multiple models satisfying the Einstein equations.

The work of this thesis progresses our understanding of these self-intersecting MOTSs,
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as we have showcased the same self-intersecting feature in our numerical MOTSs. By

‘evolving’ the MOTSs through the parameter space, the results of the eigenvalue

spectra adds evidence to vanishing non-principal eigenvalues in annihilation events as

first found in [22].
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Appendix A

Calculations: Null Geodesics of the

Schwarzschild spacetime

This is an exercise commonly given to undergraduate students in GR, but an

explicit calculation will be shown that gives us null geodesic curves in closed form

when considering the Schwarzschild spacetime in both the Schwarzschild coordinates

and Painlevé-Gullstrand coordinate charts.

A.1 Null geodesics in the Schwarzschild chart

A null curve {γ : xα} is such that gαβ dxα

dλ
dxβ

dλ
= 0, where λ is a parameter along

the curve. For a strictly radial geodesic, xθ = xϕ = 0, leaving

gαβ
dxα

dλ

dxβ

dλ
= −

(
1− 2M

r

)(
dt

dλ

)2

+

(
1− 2M

r

)−1(
dr

dλ

)2
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The null curve can be solved analytically for a closed-form t(r):

0 = −
(
1− 2M

r

)(
dt

dλ

)2

+

(
1− 2M

r

)−1(
dr

dλ

)2

dt2 =
dr2

(1− 2M/r)2

t(γ)(r) = ± (r + 2M ln(r − 2M)) + C

The negative solution is the path of an in-falling null observer for r > 2M (the

integration constant C can be varied for appropriate initial conditions).

A.2 Null geodesics in the Painlevé–Gullstrand chart

Repeating the calculation but from the perspective of the {t̃, r} chart:

g̃αβ
dxα

dλ

dxβ

dλ
= −

(
1− 2M

r

)(
dt̃

dλ

)2

+ 2
√
2M/r

(
dt̃

dλ

)(
dr

dλ

)
+

(
dr

dλ

)2

0 = −
(
1− 2M

r

)
dt̃2 + 2

√
2M/r dt̃ dr + dr2

dt̃ =
dr(

±1−
√
2M/r

) = ± dr

1− 2M/r
+

√
2M/r

1− 2M/r
dr

This curve takes a familiar form, where the first term is the same as the equation in

Schwarzschild coordinates and the second term is exactly the term involved in the

coordinate transformation between Schwarzschild and PG coordinates (Eqn. (1.7)).

t̃(γ)(r) = ±r − 2M ln

(
r + 2M + 2

√
2Mr

(r − 2M)1±1

)
+ 2

√
2Mr + C

The terms come together to deal with the cause of the divergence at r = 2M for the

in-going null geodesic choice (± = −), but the blow-up remains for out-going null

geodesics (± = +) as one would expect from the ‘trapping’ nature of the black hole.
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Appendix B

Snippets of Code: Automated

MOTS-finding

One is able to numerically integrate the MOTSodesic equations simply using their

favourite ODE-solving packages. The author’s package of choice is Wolfram Math-

ematica’s NDsolve[...], but packages native to other languages such as SciPy’s

integrate.odeint(...) will achieve the same effect, as demonstrated by [44, 45].

The next sections do not include details of obtaining such solutions, but assumes

that the program is capable of numerically solving the MOTSodesic equations and

interpolating said results to be analyzed. The code presented will be in pseudo code.

This section concerns the random optimization ‘minimum finder’ algorithm em-

ployed to find MOTS. The algorithm closely follows the sequence laid out in [46].

function getRadialDistance(z0)

initiate, calculate, and set cylindrical solutions 'P(s)' and 'Z(s)'

find root of the equation 'Z(s)=-z0', set as 's0'
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return 'P(s)' evaluated at 's=s0'

end function

function samplePosition(std, z0)

calculate and return a 'z' value sampled from a Gaussian distribution

with standard deviation 'std' centred at 'z0'

end function

function takeStep(z0, std)

initiate 'pDist' and set to result of 'getRadialDistance' function

using 'z0' as argument

initiate 'newz0' and set to result of 'samplePosition' function

using 'std' and 'z0' as arguments

initiate 'newpDist' and set to result of 'getRadialDistance' function

using 'newz0' as argument

if 'newpDist' is less than 'pDist', then return 'newz0'

otherwise return 'z0'

end function

function randomWalker(z0, numsteps, std)

initiate and set 'newz0' to result of 'takeStep' function

using 'z0' and 'std' as arguments

begin loop to loop 'numsteps' times

set 'newz0' to result of 'takeStep' function

using 'newz0' and 'std' as arguments

optionally adapt 'std' to narrow search as loop progresses

optionally check conditions for quality assurance
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end loop

return 'newz0'

end function
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